
Crown Jewel of all facial treatments, Hydradermie is the result of the research and of 
the technological avant-garde. 
The skin is more beautiful already at the end 
of the treatment:

✓ Reduces wrinkles

✓ Revitalizes skin tissue and promotes cellular turn-over

✓ Lightens spots and recreates a homogeneus color

Available in eight versions, based on the goal of 

beauty, Hydradermie results are 
scientifically tested:
✓Maximum hydratation
✓Deep cleaning
✓Cellular dynamization
✓Tissue oxygenation

Duration: 50 min

HYDRADERMIE Double Ionization

An exclusive Guinot treatment which acts on FACE - EYES - NECK 



Drainage: it removes toxins and reactivates
lymph circulation

Muscular stimulation: it tones face and neck muscles

Massage: it distends and deeply regenerates the skin

Duration: 50 min

HYDRADERMIE LIFT

LIFTING methodology, which, through stimulation, performs a facial 
gymnastics to tone the facial muscles and remodel face features.

Younger Face already at the first session!



✓Drainage and elimination of the eye contour toxins
✓Muscle stimulation to create an immediate lifting effect
✓Specific massage to reactivate circulation and to brighten the skin

HYDRADERMIE Lift Eyes!

Duration: 35 min

The immediate lift specifically designed for the eye contour

The Look is lifted
rediscovering youthfulness and 

splendor!

The skin is polished and the 
wrinkles flattened!



✓ Exfoliates by making the skin smoother and 

brighter

✓ Moustirizes deepest layers of the skin

✓ Stimulates collagen production by creating

greater firmness

✓ Reduces wrinkles

✓ Regenerates skin tissue and promotes cellular

turn-over

✓ Lightens spots and recreates a 

homogeneus color.
Duration: 45 min

BEAUTÉNEUVE

With Fruit’s acids!



✓Deeply mousturizes the skin by 
making the skin smoother and 
brighter

✓Relaxes facial features and reduces
wrinkles

✓Redensifies the skin by 
stimulating the production of new 
fibres

✓Combats skin slackening.

Duration: 45 min

LIFTOSOME

With PRO COLLAGEN!



✓Hydrating
✓Purifying
✓Anti Age
✓Toning
✓Desensitising
✓Oxygenating
✓Revitalizing

Duration: 45 min

AROMATIC VISAGE

The aromatic treatment with essential oils!

Personalized and Manual  Protocol for 
moisturizing and dynamizing all skin types


